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a b s t r a c t
We examine the effect of ex-post information contagion on the ex-ante level of systemic risk deﬁned as
the probability of joint bank default. Because of counterparty risk or common exposures, bad news about
one bank reveals valuable information about another bank, triggering information contagion. When banks
are subject to common exposures, information contagion induces small adjustments to bank portfolios
and therefore increases overall systemic risk. When banks are subject to counterparty risk, by contrast,
information contagion induces a large shift toward more prudential portfolios, thereby reducing systemic
risk.
© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Systemic risk is the risk of joint default of a substantial part of the
ﬁnancial system, resulting in large social costs.1 One major source
of systemic risk is information contagion: when investors are sen-
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The Bank for International Settlements (1997) compares the cost of systemic
bank crises in various developing and industrialized countries and documents the
range from about 3% of GDP for the savings and loan crisis in the United States to
about 30% of GDP for the 1981–87 crisis in Chile.
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jfs.2017.05.009
1572-3089/© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

sitive to news about the health of the ﬁnancial system, bad news
about one ﬁnancial institution can adversely spill over to other
ﬁnancial institutions. For instance, the insolvency of one money
market mutual fund with a large exposure to Lehman Brothers
spurred investor fears and led to a widespread run on all money
market mutual funds in September 2008.2 As information contagion affects various ﬁnancial institutions including commercial
banks, money market mutual funds, and shadow banks, we adopt
a broad notion of ﬁnancial intermediaries and call them banks for
short.
An investor in one bank will ﬁnd information about another
bank’s proﬁtability valuable for two reasons. First, both banks may
have common exposure to an asset class, such as risky sovereign
debt or mortgage-backed securities. Learning about another bank’s
proﬁtability helps investors assess the proﬁtability of its bank
(Acharya and Yorulmazer, 2008b). Second, a bank may have lent
to another bank, for example to share liquidity risk (Allen and
Gale, 2000). Learning about the debtor bank’s proﬁtability will help
investors in the creditor bank assess its counterparty risk.

2
Lehman Brothers failed on September 15, 2008 and the share price of the Reserve
Primary Fund dropped below the critical value of US$1 on September 16, 2008. See
Brunnermeier (2009) for an overview.
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We develop a model of systemic risk with information contagion
based on classical banking models (Diamond and Dybvig, 1983;
Allen and Gale, 2007). Our model features two banks, and systemic
risk is deﬁned as the probability of joint default. We contrast the
cases with and without the arrival of information about the other
bank. Due to counterparty risk or common exposures, bad news
about one bank can trigger the default of another bank. Information
contagion is the amount of a bank’s additional fragility due to such
bad news.
A key channel in our model is the effect of ex-post information contagion on the ex-ante choices of banks and the implied
level of systemic risk. Banks in our model have three choices: the
design of the demand-deposit contract (the interim-date withdrawal amount), the portfolio choice between liquid but low-return
and illiquid but high-return assets, and the amount of interbank
insurance against liquidity risk.
Since a closed-form analytical solution cannot be obtained in
many economically interesting cases, we compute the equilibrium
of the withdrawal game for any choice of parameters numerically.
Our numerical algorithm is simple and robust. We discretize the
choices of the bank in the ﬁrst region. Then, we compute the best
response of the bank in the second region and use it to compute
the ﬁrst bank’s best response to the second bank’s best response. If
the ﬁrst bank’s best response equals the original portfolio choice,
we have found an equilibrium allocation because of symmetry.
We incur a small numerical error by discretizing the portfolio
choice. However, this error becomes smaller as we reﬁne the grid
of portfolio choice variables. Our numerical results are conﬁrmed
for several interesting special cases for which we do obtain closedform analytical solutions, thereby providing additional intuition to
our model.
For a given ex-ante choice made by banks, information spillovers
mechanically increase systemic risk. Once the portfolio choice
adjusts given the potential of information contagion ex post, however, the effect of information contagion on systemic risk depends
on the reason why information is valuable for investors. We obtain
two results. First, the overall effect of information contagion due to
common exposure is an increase in systemic risk (Result 1), which
we label the instability effect.
Second, information contagion due to counterparty risk, by
contrast, reduces systemic risk. Banks respond by making more
prudent ex-ante choices to counteract ex-post information contagion. Banks choose to expose themselves less to counterparty risk
by engaging in less liquidity co-insurance and hold more liquidity
themselves. Overall, this reduces systemic risk (Result 2), which
we label the resilience effect. The direct detrimental effect of information contagion on systemic risk is more than fully compensated
for by an indirect beneﬁcial effect via the ex-ante portfolio choice.
Overall, systemic risk in the ﬁnancial system is lower.
Taking these results together, the effect of information contagion on the level of systemic risk – via changes in banks’ ex-ante
choices in their portfolios and demand-deposit design – depend
on the nature of the interbank linkage. While ﬁnancial fragility
increases when banks are linked via common exposure, ﬁnancial
fragility decreases when banks are linked via counterparty risk.
One of our contributions is to study information contagion due
to counterparty risk and its effects on banks’ ex-ante choices and
systemic risk. Counterparty risk as a source of information contagion and its consequences for ex-ante choices have not been
consistently studied before. Cooper and Ross (1998) and Ennis and
Keister (2006) study the effect of ex-post individual bank runs on
the ex-ante liquidity choice and the design of deposit contracts.
By contrast, we analyze how information contagion due to counterparty risk affects banks’ ex-ante portfolio choice and deposit
contract design and examine the consequences for banks’ joint
default probability.

Our counterparty risk mechanism builds on the literature of
ﬁnancial contagion due to balance sheet linkages. Building on
Diamond and Dybvig (1983) and Allen and Gale (2000) describe
ﬁnancial contagion as an equilibrium result.3 Interbank lending
insures banks against a non-aggregate liquidity shock and potentially achieves the ﬁrst-best outcome. However, a zero-probability
aggregate liquidity shock may spread through the entire ﬁnancial system. While counterparty risk in our model also arises from
the potential default on interbank obligations, we obtain the exante portfolio choice since contagion may occur with positive
probability.4 Dasgupta (2004) also shows the presence of ﬁnancial
contagion with positive probability in the unique equilibrium of a
global game version of Allen and Gale (2000), focusing on the coordination failure initiated by adverse information. By contrast, we
study the impact of information contagion from counterparty risk
on banks’ ex-ante portfolio choice, which is only partially addressed
in Dasgupta (2004). Furthermore, our focus is on the consequences
for systemic risk, and we also study the role of common exposures.
Our results also relate to the literature on information contagion
due to common exposures. An early model of information-based
individual fragility is Jacklin and Bhattacharya (1988). Chen (1999)
shows that bank runs can be triggered by information about
bank defaults when banks have a common exposure. Uninformed
investors use the publicly available signal about the default of
another bank to assess the default probability of their bank. In
Acharya and Yorulmazer (2008b), information about the solvency
of one bank is a signal about the health of other banks with
similar exposure. The funding cost of one bank increases after
adverse news about another bank because of correlated loan portfolio returns. Other models of common exposure include Acharya
and Yorulmazer (2008a), who analyze the interplay between government bail-out policies and banks’ incentives to correlate their
investments. Anticipating ex-post information contagion induces
banks to correlate their ex-ante investment decisions, endogenously creating common exposures.5 By contrast, we consider
counterparty risk as a principal source of information contagion. We also allow for a larger set of portfolio choice options.
While interconnectedness of banks only arises through the endogenous choice of correlated investments in Acharya and Yorulmazer
(2008b), we maintain the exogenous correlation of the bank’s
investment returns as in Acharya and Yorulmazer (2008a) but
endogenize liquidity holdings, interbank liquidity insurance, and
insurance taken out by early investors against idiosyncratic liquidity shocks.
Leitner (2005) studies the beneﬁcial insurance effects of ex-post
ﬁnancial contagion in the absence of explicit ex-ante risk sharing
mechanisms due to limited commitment. Agents with high endowments are willing to bail out agents with low endowments, since
the threat of contagion outweighs the costs of the bail-out. While
the reaction to ex-post contagion is an ex-post bailout in Leitner’s
model, we focus on the ex-ante changes in bank choices due to expost information contagion under commitment. While both models
consider contagion due to counterparty risk, the timing of agents’
internalization of the threat of contagion is different. Agents in our

3
Freixas et al. (2000) consider spatial instead of intertemporal uncertainty about
liquidity needs.
4
Postlewaite and Vives (1987) show the uniqueness of equilibrium with positive
probability of bank runs in a Diamond and Dybvig (1983) setup with demand deposit
contracts. By contrast, we study the impact of information contagion from counterparty risk and common exposures on the ex-ante portfolio choice and systemic
risk.
5
Another consequence of having a common exposure is studied in Wagner
(2011), where joint liquidation of an asset induces investors to choose heterogeneous portfolios and forego diversiﬁcation beneﬁts.
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model internalize it ex-ante, while agents in Leitner (2005) react to
it ex-post.
Allen et al. (2012) study systemic risk stemming from the
interaction of common exposures and funding maturity through
an information channel. Banks swap risky investment projects to
diversify, generating different types of portfolio overlaps. Investors
receive a signal about the solvency of all banks at the ﬁnal date.
Upon the arrival of bad news about aggregate solvency, short-term
debt is rolled over less often when assets are clustered, which
increases systemic risk. In contrast, we focus counterparty risk as a
source of information contagion and its impact on systemic risk.
2. Model
The economy extends over three dates, t = 0, 1, 2, and a single good is used for consumption and investment. There are two
regions, k = A, B, each of which is inhabited by a unit mass of
investors and a representative bank. Investors have a unit endowment at the initial date. This paper focuses on systemic risk
measured by the probability of the joint failure of banks at the initial
date:
SR ≡ Pr(RunA ∧ RunB ).

(1)

There are two constant-return-to-scale investment opportunities.
First, a safe and liquid asset, such as central bank reserves or government bonds, yields a unit gross return at the subsequent date.
Second, regional investment at the initial date, such as loans to the
real economy, yields a risky investment return Rk at the ﬁnal date.
We study a bivariate speciﬁcation of the return:


Rk =

R

w.p.k

0

w.p.1 − k

(2)

where the probability of successful investment (the regional fundamental) is uniformly distributed in each region,  k ∼ U[0, 1], and
the expected return on investment exceeds the return on the liquid
asset, R > 2. Liquidation of investment at the interim date is costly
and yields a return of ˇ ∈ (0, 1).
2.1. Common exposure
Let  ≡ corr( A ,  B ) denote the correlation between the regional
fundamentals. We contrast two cases: common exposure ( = 1)
and independent fundamentals ( = 0).
Investors privately learn their preferences at the interim date
(Diamond and Dybvig, 1983). Early (late) investors wish to consume
only at the interim (ﬁnal) date. The ex-ante probability of being an
early investor, k ∈ (0, 1), is identical across regional investors and
equals the proportion of early investors in region k by a law of large
numbers. Therefore, the utility of an investor is
Uik (c1 , c2 ) = ωik u(c1 ) + (1 − ωik ) u(c2 ),

(3)

where ωik ∈ {0, 1} is the idiosyncratic preference shock with
Pr{ωik = 1} = k and ct is consumption at date t. The period utility
function u(c) is twice continuously differentiable, strictly increasing, strictly concave, and satisﬁes the conditions lim u (c) = ∞ and
lim u (c) = 0 (Inada, 1963).

c→∞

c→0

Banks provide liquidity insurance to investors by offering a
demand-deposit contract. Because of free entry, the bank maximizes the expected utility of its investors (Allen and Gale, 2007).
Therefore, investors deposit their endowment with the bank at the
initial date. The contract speciﬁes an amount dk upon withdrawal
at the interim date, and an equal share of assets upon withdrawal
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at the ﬁnal date. We focus on essential bank runs as in Allen and
Gale (1998, 2007).6
2.2. Counterparty risk
The second potential link across regions is counterparty risk,
which we introduce via an interbank insurance motive due to negatively correlated regional liquidity shocks as in Allen and Gale
(2000). So far, we have focused on the case where the regional
returns are correlated, but abstracted from any form of direct link
between the two banks. In this section, we focus on the case of
uncorrelated regional returns ( = 0), but introduce negatively correlated regional liquidity shocks as in Allen and Gale (2000). With
equal probability, a region has either few withdrawals, L ≡  − , or
many withdrawals, H ≡  + , where  ∈ (0, 1) is the average withdrawal size and  ∈ (0, min{, 1 − }) is the size of the regional
liquidity shock:
Probability

Region A

Region B

1/2
1/2

H
L

L
H

To insure against liquidity shocks at the initial date, the bank
in region k holds interbank deposits bk with the bank in the other
region. The bank that faces many withdrawals at the interim date
liquidates its interbank deposits at par. As a result, this bank
becomes the debtor bank, since the creditor bank now has a claim
on it at the ﬁnal date. Interbank deposits yield a gross interest rate
 ≥ 1 and are senior at the ﬁnal date (Dasgupta, 2004). The creditor
bank can only withdraw at the ﬁnal date if the debtor bank is solvent. Since the debtor bank may fail due to low investment returns
(a solvency shock), interbank linkages expose the creditor bank to
counterparty risk.
At the initial date, banks simultaneously choose their portfolios and demand-deposit design. Speciﬁcally, banks choose the
demand-deposit contract payment dk , liquid asset holding yk , interbank deposits bk , and invest the remainder, 1 − yk + b−k − bk , where
−k is the region other than k. We abstract from direct investment in
the other region, motivated by limits to monitoring or loan collection skills. Bank choices are publicly observed at the interim date.
There is strategic interaction between banks in their choices at the
initial date. We study a pure-strategy Nash equilibrium, in which
each bank’s choice is a best response to the other bank’s choice
(Nash, 1951).
2.3. Information spillovers
We now turn to the information structure of the model. All
prior distributions are common knowledge. Before making their
withdrawal decision at the interim date, investors may receive
information about the solvency of banks. With probability q ∈ (0,
1), investors in region k learn the success probability of regional
investment,  k . Regarding the information about the other regions,
we contrast two cases. First, no information is available about the

6
The assumption of essential bank runs implies that a run occurs only when
the fundamentals are so bad that liquidation is efﬁcient. Another approach is the
global games framework with incomplete information, pioneered by Carlsson and
van Damme (1993) and developed by Morris and Shin (2003). Applications to bank
runs include Rochet and Vives (2004); Goldstein and Pauzner (2005); Vives (2014);
Ahnert (2016); Ahnert and Kakhbod (2017). This approach focuses on coordination
among investors who play a non-cooperative game and base their withdrawal or
rollover decision on a private signal they obtain about the quality of the bank’s asset.
In order to focus on ex-post information contagion and its effect on ex-ante portfolio
choices, we abstract from such a global games approach. Our simpler approach sets
a lower bound on systemic risk, since coordination failure would add to fragility and
therefore would exacerbate the beneﬁts of prudential ex-ante portfolio choices that
we highlight in this paper.
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Table 1
Timeline.
Initial date t = 0

Interim date t = 1

Final date t = 2

1. Investors deposit funds at regional bank
2. Banks simultaneously choose portfolio, interbank
deposits, and demand deposit design

1. Liquidity shocks
2. Withdrawal of interbank deposits

1. Investment matures
2. Withdrawal of interbank deposits

3. Investors may receive solvency information
4. Investor withdrawals
5. Consumption

3. Investor withdrawals
4. Consumption

other region. Second, with probability q, investors learn the success
probability of investment in the other region,  −k .7 The second case
allows us to study the effect of information spillovers at the interim
date on the optimal portfolio choice and demand deposit design at
the initial date and on the induced level of systemic risk.
Information spillovers occur if investors in one bank learn about
the solvency of the other bank. Such information is valuable to
investors because of either common exposures or interbank linkages. For common exposures, investment returns are correlated,
and knowledge about one bank’s solvency helps investors predict
the solvency of the other bank (in the absence of information about
their own bank’s solvency). For counterparty risk, learning about
the debtor bank’s solvency helps investors predict the solvency of
the creditor bank. In sum, information contagion occurs if a run on
a bank occurs after its investors learn about the failure of the other
bank, provided no run had occurred without the news about the
other bank.
Table 1 shows the timeline of events.
3. Equilibrium
In this section, we compute the solvency thresholds below
which investors withdraw, the expected utility of investors, and
the induced level of systemic risk. We consider the cases of
counterparty risk and common exposures both without and with
information spillovers. Finally, we discuss several limiting parameter values that admit simple analytical solutions, provide intuition
for our model, and benchmark our numerical approach.
We numerically solve for the optimal portfolio choice and
the optimal demand-deposit design of banks at the initial date.
The model admits a tractable analytical solution only for limiting parameter cases for two reasons. First, corner solutions (e.g.,
no interbank insurance or no investment) are optimal for some
parameter values, invalidating interior solutions and calling for
a global approach. Second, some solvency thresholds are nonmonotonic in some choice variables. For example, more liquidity
is valued when the investment project fails, while less liquidity
is valued when the investment project succeeds. In order to solve
our model numerically, we assume constant-relative-risk-aversion
1−
(CRRA) utility, u(c) = c 1−−1 with  > 0. Note, however, that our
numerical approach is not limited to this particular choice of functional form for the utility function. We numerically solve for the
Nash equilibrium between banks at the initial date. We determine
the best response function of a given bank by obtaining the global
optimum of the expected utility of investors. Given the choice of
the other bank, each bank chooses the triple (bk , dk , yk ). Using a
discretization on a three-dimensional grid, the expected utility is
evaluated at each grid point and the grid point that globally maximizes the expected utility is picked. In a next step, the intersection
of best response functions determines the symmetric equilibrium
allocations.

7
In the second case, investors receive up to two signals. They receive two signals with probability q2 , one signal with probability 2q(1 − q), and no signal with
probability (1 − q)2 .

3.1. Common exposure
We ﬁrst consider the case of common exposures ( = 1) and
no counterparty risk ( = 0). The resulting payoffs of investors are
the same functions of bank choices in each region. The ﬁnal-date
k ≡
consumption level simpliﬁes to c2G

yk −dk +(1−yk )R
in the good
1−
yk −dk
k
R) and c2B ≡ 1− in the

state (when the investment return is
bad state (when the investment return is 0). To obtain these payoffs, note that total resources at the ﬁnal date comprise liquidity
and the proceeds from investment minus the promised amount for
all early investors (numerator). These resources are shared among
late investors of mass 1 −  (denominator). If there is a bank run,
full liquidation occurs and the interim-date consumption level is
c1k = yk + (1 − yk )ˇ. Since regions are identical, both banks will optimally choose the same portfolio and demand-deposit design. An
essential bank run occurs if and only if the expected utility of ﬁnaldate consumption, u(c2G ) + (1 − )u(c2B ), falls short of the utility
of the liquidation value of assets, u(c1 ). Therefore, the solvency
threshold in either region is
u(c1 ) − u(c2B )
¯ =
.
u(c2G ) − u(c2B )

(4)

We use the convention that the solvency threshold is set to zero if
¯ < 0, or to one if ¯ > 1, which is without loss of generality.
First, consider the case without information spillover (no signal
about the solvency of the bank in the other region is observed). If
investors receive no information, then the situation is unchanged
compared to the initial date and they therefore only withdraw from
the bank if they are an early type. In contrast, if an investor learns
bank health , an essential run occurs whenever the solvency level
¯ Thus, the expected utility in the case
is below the threshold,  < .
of common exposure (CE) and the associated level of systemic risk
are



EU CE

=

¯
q ¯ u(c1 ) + (1 − )







1
u(c1 ) + (1 − ) (u(c2G ) + u(c1 ))
2



(5)

1
+(1 − q) u(c1 ) + (1 − ) (u(c2G ) + u(c2B ))
2

¯
SRCE = q2 ,

(6)

since both banks fail if investors in both regions receive a signal and
this signal is below the threshold.
Second, consider the case with information spillovers. The payoffs of investors and the solvency threshold are unchanged. However, the probability of being informed changes to q + (1 − q)q > q.
Naturally, information spillover increases the probability of being
informed. Since fundamentals are identical in the case of common
exposures, an investor in a given region either observes the solvency of the regional bank or the solvency of the bank in the other
region. Either source of information reveals  perfectly. Therefore,
the expected utility in the case of common exposure and information contagion (CE + IC) places more weight on the ﬁrst term (where
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Our interest is in anticipated information spillovers analyzed in
Section 4. That is, we study how the arrival of information about the
bank in the other region affects the portfolio choices and demanddeposit design of banks, which may counter the direct effect of
greater systemic risk.

The probability of failure of the debtor bank is ¯ D , conditional on
investors being informed about solvency, which occurs with probability q.
With probability 1 − q, investors are uninformed about the solvency of the debtor bank and base their essential withdrawal
behavior on the prior distributions. Taken together, the ex-ante
probability of failure of the debtor bank is q¯ D .
We characterize the expected utility of investors at the debtor
bank obtained by integrating the payoffs of investors over the realizations of signals, provided that their bank becomes the debtor
bank. With probability 1 − q, no signal is received about the solvency of the debtor bank, so early investors, of mass H , receive the
promised payment dD and late investors, of mass 1 − H , receive
high and low consumption levels with equal probability.8 With
probability q, a signal is received. If the signal is below the threshold
¯ D , a run occurs and all investors receive c1D . If the signal is above
the threshold, early investors receive dD and late investors receive
D and the low
a weighted average of the high consumption level c2G
D
consumption level c2B , where the weights depend on the solvency
threshold. Taken together, the expected utility of investors in the
debtor region is:

3.2. Counterparty risk

EU D

liquidation may take place) and a smaller weight on the second
term (no information and thus no liquidation):



EU CE+IC

¯
¯
≡ q(2 − q) u(c
1 ) + (1 − )

+(1 − q)

2







1
u(d) + (1 − ) [u(c2G ) + u(c1 )]
2



(7)

1
u(d) + (1 − ) (u(c2G ) + u(c2B ))
2

¯
SRCE+IC = q(2 − q) .

(8)

Lemma 1. For a given portfolio choice of banks, information contagion due to common exposure mechanically increases systemic risk:
SRCE+IC > SRCE

(9)

Proof. The result arises from equations (6) and (8), noting
q2 < q(2 − q) for 0 < q < 1. 䊐

Next, we consider the case of no common exposures ( = 0) but
counterparty risk ( > 0). We describe the consumption levels of
investors. We start with the debtor bank (D), which received the
liquidity shock at the interim date and withdraws its interbank
deposits bD . Its payoffs are independent of the creditor bank (C).
If there is a run on the debtor bank, full liquidation and interbank default occurs, so the interim-date consumption level is c1D ≡
yD + (1 + bC − bD − yD )ˇ + bD to all investors. If there is no run,
early investors receive dD at the interim date and the creditor bank
withdraws its interbank deposits worth bC at the ﬁnal date, so late
yD +bD −H dD +(1+bC −bD −yD )R−bC
1−H
yD +bD −H dD −bC
in
the
bad state.
1−H

D ≡
investors receive c2G
D ≡
state and c2B

in the good

We now turn to the consumption of investors at the creditor bank (C). The debtor bank withdraws its interbank deposits
bD at the interim date. If there is a run on the creditor bank, all
assets are liquidated, including the interbank claim on the debtor
bank. The value of this claim is uncertain, yielding ˇbC if the
debtor bank survives (S) and 0 if it fails (F). Thus, the interimC ≡ yC + (1 + bD −
date consumption levels to all investors are c1S
C
C
C
D
C
C
D
b − y )ˇ − b + ˇb and c1F ≡ y + (1 + b − bC − yC )ˇ − bD . If
there is no run, early investors receive dC at the interim date
C
and late investors receive c2GS
≡

yC −L dC −bD +(1+bC −bD −yC )R+bC
1−L

yC −L dC −bD +(1+bC −bD −yC )R
C
c2GF
≡
in the good
1−L
yC −L dC −bD +bC
yC −L dC −bD
C
and
c
≡
in the
2BF
1−L
1−L

state as well as

and

C
c2BS

≡

bad state.

3.2.1. Debtor bank
If investors receive information about the solvency of the debtor
bank, an essential bank run occurs if and only if the expected utility
D ) + (1 −  D )u(c D ), falls short of
of ﬁnal-date consumption,  D u(c2G
2B
the utility of the liquidation value of assets, u(c1D ). Therefore, the
solvency threshold at the debtor bank is:
D )
u(c1D ) − u(c2B
D ) − u(c D )
u(c2G
2B



(10)

1
D
D
[u(c2G
) + (1 − )u(c2B
)]d}

0

(11)

1

u(c1D )d +

+q{

H u(dD ) + (1 − H )
¯ D

0

D
D
×[u(c2G
) + (1 − )u(c2B
)]d}

Consider the creditor bank. As before, no run occurs if investors in
the creditor bank do not receive any information about its solvency.
In this case, it also matters whether investors receive information
about the solvency of the debtor bank. We study the case without
and with information spillover in turn.
3.2.2. Creditor bank – no information spillover
The creditor bank is affected by a default of the debtor bank via
both the repayment at the ﬁnal date and the liquidation value of
the interbank claim at the interim date. If creditor bank investors
are informed about its solvency, but not informed (NI) about the
solvency of the debtor bank, the solvency threshold is:
C ≡
¯ NI

C ) − u(c C )] + (1 − q
¯ D ) [u(c C ) − u(c C )]
q¯ D [u(c1F
2BF
1S
2BS

C ) − u(c C )] + (1 − q
¯ D ) [u(c C ) − u(c C )]
q¯ D [u(c2GF
2BF
2GS
2BS
C
D
¯
¯
= NI ( ).

(12)

C .
The ex-ante probability of the default of the creditor bank is q¯ NI
Counterparty risk is reﬂected by the dependence of the creditor
bank’s solvency threshold on the debtor bank’s solvency. A higher
solvency threshold of the debtor bank makes a default on the interbank claim more likely, thus raising the probability of default of
C
∂¯ NI

∂¯ D

> 0, since a failure of the debtor bank is a

negative externality on investors in the creditor bank.
The behavior of the debtor bank determines whether the creditor bank is repaid. Default of the debtor bank affects both the
expected utility from both liquidation and continuation. As the
interbank loan is repaid with probability q¯ D , the expected utility
C ) + (1 − q
¯ D )u(c C ), where the expectafrom liquidation is q¯ D u(c1F
1S
tion over the behavior of the debtor bank is taken since its solvency
is unobserved (no information spillover). Likewise, the expected
utility from continuation is the sum of two terms: (i) with probability q¯ D , the debtor bank defaults and late investors of the

8

.



¯ D

the creditor bank,

Consider the debtor bank. Since the behavior of the creditor bank
does not affect the payoffs of investors at the debtor bank, information about the creditor bank does not affect the run behavior of
investors at the debtor bank. That is, in the case of the debtor bank,
information spillover does not matter.

¯ D ≡



= (1 − q){H u(dD ) + (1 − H )

1

1

Without information about the solvency of the debtor bank, and thus no runs,

these weights are equal,

0

d =

1
2

=

0

(1 − )d. This symmetry vanishes once

investors receive information about bank solvency.
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C ) + (1 − )u(c C ); (ii) with probabilcreditor bank receive u(c2GF
2BF
ity (1 − q¯ D ), debtor the bank survives and late investors of the
C ) + (1 − )u(c C ). Using the solvency
creditor bank receive u(c2GS
2BS
threshold given in Eq. (12), the expected utility of investors in the
creditor bank is:


EU CNI

1

0



¯ C

NI

C
C
(q¯ D u(c1F
) + (1 − q¯ D )u(c1S
))d



(13)

C
C
L u(dC ) + (1 − L )[(q¯ D u(c2GF
) + (1 − q¯ D )u(c2GS
))
NI

C
C
) + (1 − q¯ D )u(c2BS
))]d}
+(1 − )(q¯ D u(c2BF

The expected utility and the level of systemic risk in the case of
counterparty risk without information spillovers, which is denoted
by CR, are
C
q2 ¯ D ¯ NI

EU CR ≡

EU D + EU CNI
,
2

(14)

(15)

where the average is taken since the bank has an identical probability of becoming the debtor or creditor bank.

3.2.3. Creditor bank – with information spillover
Allowing for information spillover, investors of the creditor bank
receive news about the solvency of the debtor bank and therefore
infer whether repayment at the ﬁnal date occurs and whether the
liquidation of the interbank claim yields revenue at the interim
date. The creditor bank is not repaid if and only if the solvency of
the debtor bank is low, which is a consequence of the seniority
of interbank claims. As a result, there are two solvency thresholds
of the creditor bank when investors are informed (I): one if the
C ) and one if the debtor bank survives (
¯ C ).
debtor bank fails (¯ IF
IS
Since the solvency of the debtor bank is observed with probability q,
these solvency threshold are special cases of Eq. (12) for ¯ D ∈ {0, 1},
respectively:

C
≡
¯ IS

C
≡
¯ IF

C
C
+q¯ D (u(c2GF
) + u(c2BF
))]

C
C
C ¯D
C
(¯ IS
(1 − q¯ D )u(c1S
) + ¯ IF
q u(c1F
))

(19)

1
C 2
C
C 2
C
+(1 − L ) ((1 − q¯ D )[(1 − (¯ IS
) )u(c2GS
) + (1 − ¯ IS
) u(c2BS
)]
2
2

¯ C

SRCR ≡

1
C
C
L u(dD ) + (1 − L ) [(1 − q¯ D )(u(c2GS
) + u(c2BS
))
2

2

C
C
C
C
) )u(c2GF
) + (1 − ¯ IF
) u(c2BF
)])
+q¯ D [(1 − (¯ IF

0
1

+

= (1 − q)

C
C
+L (q¯ D (1 − ¯ IF
) + (1 − q¯ D )(1 − ¯ IS
))u(dD )

C
C
+ (1 − )(q¯ D u(c2BF
) + (1 − q¯ D )u(c2BS
)) d}

+q{

EU CI

+q

C
C
[(q¯ D u(c2GF
) + (1 − q¯ D )u(c2GS
))

= (1 − q){L u(dC ) + (1 − L )

Integrating out, the expected utility of an investor of the creditor
bank in the case of information spillovers is:

C ) − u(c C )
u(c1S
2BS
C ) − u(c C )
u(c2GS
2BS
C ) − u(c C )] + (1 − q)[u(c C ) − u(c C )]
q[u(c1F
2BF
1S
2BS
C ) − u(c C )] + (1 − q)[u(c C ) − u(c C )]
q[u(c2GF
2BF
2GS
2BS

EU CR+IC ≡

EU D + EU CI
2

C
SRCR+IC = q2 ¯ D ¯ IF
.

(20)
(21)

Recall that a systemic crisis occurs only if both regions receive an
informative signal, which happens with probability q2 . The information spillover from H to L induces a failure of the creditor bank
C >
¯ C ). Again, there are no
for a larger range of fundamentals (¯ IF
NI
runs in the absence of information about the bank’s own region.
Lemma 2. For a given portfolio choice of banks, information contagion due to counterparty risk mechanically increases systemic risk:
SRCR+IC > SRCR

(22)

Proof. The result arises from Eqs. (14) and (21), noting the ranking
of thresholds in (18). 䊐
This result arises directly from the fact that a failure of the creditor bank becomes more likely following adverse news about the
solvency of the debtor bank, provided the ex-ante choices of banks
are unchanged. Therefore, information contagion strengthens the
effect of counterparty risk, which leads to a lower level of expected
utility and higher systemic risk. In the next section, we analyze
how this information contagion channel affects the ex-ante portfolio choices and demand-deposit design of banks at the initial date,
which may counter this direct effect of greater systemic risk.
3.3. Limiting parameter cases

(16)

(17)

For a given portfolio choice at the initial date, these solvency thresholds can be ranked:
C
C
C
< ¯ NI
< ¯ IF
,
¯ IS

where the solvency thresholds of the creditor bank depend on
whether the debtor bank fails. That is, the “uninformed” solvency
C is replaced with the “informed” thresholds 
¯ C and ¯ C .
threshold ¯ NI
IF
IS
The expected utility and the level of systemic risk in the case of
counterparty risk with information spillovers, denoted by CR + IC,
are:

(18)

which captures both positive and negative information spillovers in
the context of counterparty risk (solvency of the debtor bank). SimC,
¯C ]
ilar to Dasgupta (2004), there is a region of fundamentals [¯ IS
IF
for which the creditor bank defaults if and only if the debtor bank
defaults.

Our model admits an analytical solution for several limiting
parameter values detailed in this section. These cases help us build
intuition for the model. They also verify the validity of our numerical method, conﬁrming the accuracy of our numerical solution for
a sufﬁciently ﬁne grid.
We use the following baseline calibration unless stated otherwise. The period utility function is CRRA, where > 0 parameterizes
the coefﬁcient of relative risk aversion. Baseline parameter values
are ˇ = 0.7, R = 5.0,  = 1.0,  = 0.5,  = 0.25, = 1.0, and q = 0.7. Alternative speciﬁcations are considered in Appendix B and in Section
4.3 where the variation of each parameter within its feasible bounds
is discussed. Our results hold across these various speciﬁcations.
First, let the investment return in the high liquidity demand
region be below unity (R ≤ 1). Then, storage dominates investment
∗
= 0.98.
(y* = 1), which is conﬁrmed by the numerical solution ynum
Second, let investors be risk-neutral ( → 0), so investment dominates storage since it has a higher expected return. At the same time,
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investors do not mind the volatility in consumption induced by
idiosyncratic liquidity shocks. Taken together, d1∗ = 0 = y∗ , which
∗
∗
is conﬁrmed numerically (d1,num
= 0 = ynum
). Likewise, if investors
are very risk-averse ( → ∞), they are not willing to bear any of the
investment risk associated with the project or any liquidity risk.
Consequently, no investment takes place (y* = 1) and there is full
insurance (d1∗ = 1). For the numerically feasible and economically
useful implementation of = 200, we obtain the afﬁrmative results
∗
∗
ynum
= 0.98 and d1,num
= 0.98.
Third, no risk-averse investor ( > 0) seeks liquidity insurance
in the absence of regional liquidity shocks ( = 0) for any value of
repayment ( ≥ 0). From an ex-ante perspective, liquidity insurance in this case is a mean-preserving spread to both interim-date
and ﬁnal-date payoffs and is rejected by any risk-averse investor.
We conﬁrm this intuition numerically (b∗num = 0). We also consider
the related situation of a positive liquidity shock ( > 0) but no
repayment ( = 0). Any risk-averse investor would then be partially
insured against this risk b* > 0, which is pure ex-ante liquidity insurance. Note that we require  > 0 in the baseline calibration and all
other calibrations to maintain a counterparty risk mechanism. Intuitively, the amount of liquidity insurance decreases in the degree
of risk aversion. As investors become more risk-averse, they hold
more liquidity as part of the optimal portfolio composition of late
investors. The available liquidity serves as self-insurance against
regional liquidity shocks at the interim date and is a substitute for
interbank insurance. For example, a CRRA coefﬁcient of = 1 in our
baseline calibration yields b∗num = 0.15, while the same calibration
with a = 2 yields b∗num = 0.1.
Fourth, if there are no early investors ( = 0), there is no need
for insurance against idiosyncratic liquidity shocks. The amount of
liquidity held fully reﬂects the optimal portfolio allocation of late
investors (0 < y* < 1) and increases with the level of risk aversion ( ).
These predictions are conﬁrmed numerically in the speciﬁcation of
∗
 = 0.01, where the amount of liquidity ranges from ynum
= 0.42 in
∗
a baseline calibration with = 1 to ynum
= 0.74 in the baseline calibration with = 2. Likewise, if there are only early investors ( = 1)
it is optimal not to invest in an asset that only matures at the ﬁnal
date and is costly to liquidate (y* = 1). There is no role for liquidity
insurance in this speciﬁcation (b* = 0) as there cannot be any liquidity shocks. Since all resources are used to serve early investors, the
optimal interim payment must also be one (d1∗ = 1). This intuition
∗
is conﬁrmed numerically (d1,num
= 0.99).
Finally, the prior distribution is assumed not to induce liquidation in the case of being uninformed. Hence, no liquidation takes
C = · · · = 0) if investors are never informed in either
place (¯ 1 = ¯ IS
region (qA = qB = 0), which is again conﬁrmed numerically.
4. Results
This section summarizes our two main ﬁndings. In Section 4.1
we show the existence of an instability effect that emerges when
information contagion occurs due to common exposures. In Section 4.2 we present a resilience effect that arises when information
contagion occurs due to counterparty risk. Section 4.3 provides a
global parameter analysis, verifying the robustness of our two main
results across feasible parameter values.
4.1. Instability effect
We ﬁrst analyze how information contagion affects systemic
risk in a setup with common exposures ( = 1,  = 0). Without
changes to the ex-ante choice of banks, information contagion
results in higher levels of systemic risk (Lemma 1). Essential withdrawals by investors become more likely after adverse news about
the solvency of another bank. This situation may correspond to a
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bank that receives information about another bank following an
unanticipated shock to the other bank. Examples of such shocks
may include earthquakes like the Tohoku earthquake in Japan on
March 11, 2011, or technical failures such as the computer malfunction at the NYSE on July 8, 2015.
More generally, banks react to ex-post information contagion by
adjusting their portfolio choice ex-ante. Speciﬁcally, the optimal
interim-date payment is unchanged, while the optimal liquidity
level is slightly lower (within numerical accuracy) across all baseline cases and feasible parameter choices. However, the changes to
the portfolio are small, implying a small indirect effect on systemic
risk only. Therefore, the level of systemic risk increases overall once
information contagion is present. These results are obtained by
comparing the case of pure common exposure (entry (3, 3)) with
the case of common exposure and information contagion (entry (4,
4)) in the tables in Appendix B.2. As demonstrated in Section 4.3,
this effect is numerically robust.
Result 1. Consider the setup with common exposures ( = 1,  = 0).
Information contagion has a small effect on the choices of banks at
the initial date. As a result, systemic risk increases.
Additional information allows the late investors to decide on
early withdrawals in more states of the world and has two consequences. First, liquidation is optimal for late investors following a
severe solvency shock. Second, liquidation is detrimental to early
investors who only receive their share of the liquidation value and
not the (strictly larger) promised interim payment. Therefore, late
investors impose a negative externality on early investors. Since
the level of liquidity in the case of common exposures is high (to
provide self-insurance against investment risk), the second effect
is quantitatively small such that additional liquidation increases
overall expected utility.
4.2. Resilience effect
We turn to the case of counterparty risk ( = 0,  > 0). If the exante choices of banks are unaltered, systemic risk mechanically
increases (Lemma 2). This result arises directly from the fact that
a failure of the creditor bank becomes more likely after adverse
news about the solvency of the debtor bank. Therefore, information contagion strengthens the effect of counterparty risk, which
leads to a lower level of expected utility and higher systemic risk.
This immediate result is also obtained numerically by comparing
entries in the tables in Appendix B.2, notably entry (1, 1) for the case
of pure counterparty risk with entry (1, 2) for the case of counterparty risk and information contagion, where both are evaluated at
the optimal choices of the pure counterparty risk case (so ex-ante
choices are not adjusted).
The focus of this paper is on studying the effect of information contagion on systemic risk, taking information contagion at
the interim date into account. As a result, banks alter their portfolio choices at the initial date. Speciﬁcally, a bank makes a more
prudent portfolio choice to insure risk-averse investors against
potential information contagion at the interim date. First, banks
reduce the exposure to counterparty risk by engaging in less liquidity co-insurance (lower b). To cover the liquidity demand from
early investors, a bank increases the amount of storage (larger y),
which is akin to liquidity self-insurance. This reduces the investment in the risky project and funds a larger amount of insurance
against idiosyncratic liquidity risk (larger d). The more prudent
C,
¯ C ]) for
portfolio choices reduces the range of solvency shocks ([¯ IS
IF
which counterparty risk after information contagion occurs. These
results are obtained numerically by comparing the case of pure
counterparty risk (entry (1, 1)) with the case of counterparty risk
and information contagion (entry (2, 2)) in the tables in Appendix
B.2.
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The crucial insight is that the mechanical positive effect of information contagion on systemic risk (Result 2) is more than fully
compensated for by an indirect negative effect via the change in
the ex-ante portfolio choice. Therefore, the overall effect is a reduction in systemic risk because of information contagion. We label
this the resilience effect. In Section 4.3, we show that this result
holds across all feasible parameter values.
Result 2. Consider the setup with counterparty risk ( = 0,  > 0).
Information contagion induces a more prudent portfolio choice ex
ante: liquidity co-insurance, which exposes banks to counterparty
risk, is substituted by direct holdings of liquidity (self-insurance)
that reduces the investment in the risky project. The overall effect
is a reduction in both expected utility and systemic risk.
4.3. Robustness checks
This section shows that the resilience effect and the instability
effect are robust to exogenous parameter variations. In particular, we discuss a global variation of parameters by considering the
entire range of feasible parameters and study the effect on both
systemic risk and expected utility. Details and further analyses,
including the optimal portfolio choice and withdrawal thresholds,
are contained in Figs. 3–9 in the Online Appendix.
Consider the resilience effect (Result 2) ﬁrst. Fig. 1 displays the
expected utility (dotted line) and systemic risk (dashed line) in the
case of counterparty risk and information contagion as a fraction
of their respective levels in the case of pure counterparty risk. The
resilience effect is present if relative systemic risk is below unity. We
consider parameter changes of the key variables of the model: the
liquidation value (ˇ), the return on investment in the good state (R),
the proportion of early investors (), and the level of transparency
(q). In all cases, the resilience effect prevails.
There are parameters for which the resilience effect is too small
and information contagion does not reduce systemic risk. Although
the resilience effect does not hold for all parameter values, we
can quantify whether or not it holds on average. To test this, we
formulate the following hypothesis:
Hypothesis 1. Information contagion due to counterparty risk
does not reduce systemic risk.
Since we cannot assume that the difference between SRCR+IC
and SRCR is normally distributed, we test Hypothesis 1 using
the Wilcoxon signed rank sum test. The null hypothesis is that
SRCR+IC = SRCR . The results of this analysis show a signiﬁcant difference in systemic risk in the two cases, z =−116.697, p < 0.01,
indicating that systemic risk in the case of counterparty risk and

information contagion is signiﬁcantly lower than in the case of pure
counterparty risk.
Turning to the instability effect (Result 1), we see that Fig. 2 displays the expected utility (dotted line) and systemic risk (dashed
line) in the case of common exposure and information contagion
as a fraction of their respective levels in the case of pure common
exposure. Hence, the instability effect is present if the relative systemic risk is above unity. We consider the same parameter changes
again. In all cases, the instability effect prevails.
5. Conclusion
The aftermath of the failure of Lehman Brothers in September
2008 suggests that information contagion can be a major source of
systemic risk, deﬁned as the probability of joint default of banks.
One bank’s investors will ﬁnd information about another bank’s solvency valuable for two reasons. First, both banks may have invested
in the same asset class, such as risky sovereign debt or mortgagebacked securities. Learning about another bank’s proﬁtability will
help the investor assess the proﬁtability of its bank. Second, one
bank may have lent to the other, for instance to share liquidity risk.
Knowledge of the debtor bank’s proﬁtability helps investors assess
the counterparty risk of the creditor bank.
We offer a model of systemic risk with information contagion.
News about the health of one bank is valuable for the investors of
another bank due to common exposures or counterparty risk. In
each case, bad news about one bank adversely spills over to other
banks and causes information contagion. We study its effects on
the bank’s ex-ante choices and the implied level of systemic risk.
We demonstrate that information contagion can reduce systemic risk. When banks are subject to counterparty risk, investors
in one bank may receive a negative signal about the health of
another bank. Given the exposure of the creditor bank to the debtor
bank, adverse information about the debtor bank can cause a run
on the creditor bank. Such information contagion ex-post induces
the bank to hold a more prudent portfolio ex-ante. Banks reduce
their exposure to counterparty risk and rely more on self-insurance
of liquidity instead of co-insurance. Overall, the level of systemic
risk is actually reduced with information contagion. Moreover, the
effects of information contagion on systemic risk depend on the
source of the revealed information. The case of common exposures,
ex-post information contagion increases systemic risk – similar to
Acharya and Yorulmazer (2008a).
Appendix A. Figures
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Fig. 1. Robustness check. The resilience effect (Result 2) obtains for all parameter variations. We consider variations of ˇ (top left), R (top right),  (bottom left), and q (bottom
right). The ﬁgures display expected utility (dotted line) and the level of systemic risk (dashed line) in the case of counterparty risk and information contagion as a fraction of
their respective levels in the case of pure counterparty risk.
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Fig. 2. Robustness check. The instability effect (Result 1) obtains for all parameter variations. We consider variations of ˇ (top left), R (top right),  (bottom left), and q (bottom
right). The ﬁgures display expected utility (dotted line) and the level of systemic risk (dashed line) in the case of common exposures and information contagion as a fraction
of their respective levels in the case of pure common exposures.

Appendix B. Tables
Section B.1 contains the extreme parameter value benchmarks
discussed in Section 3.3 of the main text for additional baseline
cases to show the robustness of our numerical implementation.
Section B.2 contains the results of Sections 4.1 and 4.2 of the main
text. Finally, Section B.3 contains the summary statistics for the
parameters used in our global parameter analysis in Section 4.3.
B.1 Extreme parameter value benchmarks

Table 2
Extreme parameter values for four baseline cases. Baseline 1: ˇ = 0.7, R = 5.0,  = 1.0,  = 0.5,  = 0.25, = 1.0, q = 0.7. Baseline 2: ˇ = 0.7, R = 5.0,  = 1.0,  = 0.5,  = 0.25,
q = 0.7. Baseline 3: ˇ = 0.7, R = 5.0,  = 1.0,  = 0.5,  = 0.25, = 1.1, q = 0.7. Baseline 4: ˇ = 0.3, R = 5.0,  = 1.0,  = 0.5,  = 0.25, = 1.1, q = 0.7.
Baseline 1
R = 1.0
= 0.0
= 200.0
 = 0.0
 = 0.0
 = 0.01
 = 0.99
q. 0

*

y = 0.98
d1∗ = 0.0
y* = 0.0
d1∗ = 0.98
y* = 0.98
b* = 0.0
b* = 0.15
d1∗ = 1.06
y* = 0.42
d1∗ = 0.98
y* = 0.98
A1 , . . ., A6 = 0.0

Baseline 2
*

y = 0.98
d1∗ = 0.0
y* = 0.0
d1∗ = 0.98
y* = 0.98
b* = 0.0
b* = 0.15
d1∗ = 1.0
y* = 0.36
d1∗ = 0.98
y* = 0.98
A1 , . . ., A6 = 0.0

Baseline 3
*

y = 0.98
d1∗ = 0.0
y* = 0.0
d1∗ = 0.98
y* = 0.98
b* = 0.0
b* = 0.15
d1∗ = 1.1
y* = 0.48
d1∗ = 0.98
y* = 0.98
A1 , . . ., A6 = 0.0

= 0.9,

Baseline 4
y* = 0.98
d1∗ = 0.0
y* = 0.0
d1∗ = 0.98
y* = 0.98
b* = 0.0
b* = 0.1
d1∗ = 1.16
y* = 0.74
d1∗ = 0.98
y* = 0.98
A1 , . . ., A6 = 0.0
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B.2 Results

Table 3
Equilibrium allocation for different forms of ﬁnancial fragility for calibration ˇ = 0.7, R = 5.0,  = 1.0,  = 0.5,  = 0.25, = 1.0, qH = 0.7. Expected utility (EU), portfolio choice
N
D
¯ and systemic ﬁnancial fragility (Acr , Acr+ic , Ace , Ace+ic ) in the different model variants (cr: counterparty risk, ic:
, ¯ 2,L
, ),
variables (d1 , y, b), withdrawal thresholds (¯ H , ¯ 1,L , ¯ 2,L
information contagion, ce: common exposure).

cr

cr
(EU, d1∗ , y* , b* )
C
(¯ D , ¯ NI
, Acr )

cr + ic
(EU, d1∗ , y* , b* )
C ¯C
(¯ D , ¯ IS
, IF , Acr+ic )

(0.172, 0.88, 0.73, 0.08)
(0.423, 0.23, 0.048)

(0.096, 0.88, 0.73, 0.08)
(0.423, 0.212, 0.252, 0.052)

cr + ic

ce
(EU, d1∗ , y* , b* )
¯ Ace )
(,

ce + ic
(EU, d1∗ , y* , b* )
¯ Ace+ic )
(,

(0.13, 1.0, 0.77, 0.0)
(0.328, 0.161)

(0.137, 1.0, 0.77, 0.0)
(0.328, 0.161)

(0.107, 0.94, 0.8, 0.02)
(0.379, 0.211, 0.222, 0.041)

ce
ce + ic

(0.137, 1.01, 0.76, 0.0)
(0.344, 0.168)

Table 4
Equilibrium allocation for different forms of ﬁnancial fragility for calibration ˇ = 0.9, R = 5.0,  = 1.0,  = 0.5,  = 0.25, = 1.0, qH = 0.7. Expected utility (EU), portfolio choice
N
D
¯ and systemic ﬁnancial fragility (Acr , Acr+ic , Ace , Ace+ic ) in the different model variants (cr: counterparty risk, ic:
, ¯ 2,L
, ),
variables (d1 , y, b), withdrawal thresholds (¯ H , ¯ 1,L , ¯ 2,L
information contagion, ce: common exposure).

cr

cr
(EU, d1∗ , y* , b* )
C
(¯ D , ¯ NI
, Acr )

cr + ic
(EU, d1∗ , y* , b* )
(¯ D , ¯ C , ¯ C , Acr+ic )

(0.188, 0.86, 0.7, 0.13)
(0.482, 0.304, 0.072)

(0.105, 0.86, 0.7, 0.13)
(0.482, 0.278, 0.329, 0.078)

cr + ic

IS

IF

ce
(EU, d1∗ , y* , b* )
¯ Ace )
(,

ce + ic
(EU, d1∗ , y* , b* )
¯ Ace+ic )
(,

(0.142, 1.0, 0.75, 0.0)
(0.373, 0.183)

(0.154, 1.0, 0.75, 0.0)
(0.373, 0.183)

(0.117, 0.93, 0.78, 0.06)
(0.43, 0.26, 0.283, 0.06)

ce
ce + ic

(0.158, 1.32, 0.73, 0.0)
(0.5, 0.245)

Table 5
Equilibrium allocation for different forms of ﬁnancial fragility for calibration ˇ = 0.7, R = 10.0,  = 1.0,  = 0.5,  = 0.25, = 1.0, qH = 0.7. Expected utility (EU), portfolio choice
N
D
¯ and systemic ﬁnancial fragility (Acr , Acr+ic , Ace , Ace+ic ) in the different model variants (cr: counterparty risk, ic:
, ¯ 2,L
, ),
variables (d1 , y, b), withdrawal thresholds (¯ H , ¯ 1,L , ¯ 2,L
information contagion, ce: common exposure).

cr

cr
(EU, d1∗ , y* , b* )
C
, Acr )
(¯ D , ¯ NI

cr + ic
(EU, d1∗ , y* , b* )
C ¯C
(¯ D , ¯ IS
, IF , Acr+ic )

(0.343, 0.84, 0.69, 0.14)
(0.372, 0.172, 0.031)

(0.221, 0.84, 0.69, 0.14)
(0.372, 0.15, 0.206, 0.038)

cr + ic

ce
(EU, d1∗ , y* , b* )
¯ Ace )
(,

ce + ic
(EU, d1∗ , y* , b* )
¯ Ace+ic )
(,

(0.274, 1.0, 0.75, 0.0)
(0.257, 0.126)

(0.28, 1.0, 0.75, 0.0)
(0.257, 0.126)

(0.238, 0.91, 0.77, 0.07)
(0.318, 0.139, 0.166, 0.026)

ce
ce + ic

(0.28, 1.01, 0.74, 0.0)
(0.271, 0.133)

Table 6
Equilibrium allocation for different forms of ﬁnancial fragility for calibration ˇ = 0.7, R = 5.0,  = 1.0,  = 0.3,  = 0.25, = 1.0, qH = 0.7. Expected utility (EU), portfolio choice
N
D
¯ and systemic ﬁnancial fragility (Acr , Acr+ic , Ace , Ace+ic ) in the different model variants (cr: counterparty risk, ic:
, ¯ 2,L
, ),
variables (d1 , y, b), withdrawal thresholds (¯ H , ¯ 1,L , ¯ 2,L
information contagion, ce: common exposure).

cr
cr + ic
ce
ce + ic

cr
(EU, d1∗ , y* , b* )
C
(¯ D , ¯ NI
, Acr )

cr + ic
(EU, d1∗ , y* , b* )
C ¯C
(¯ D , ¯ IS
, IF , Acr+ic )

(0.262, 0.83, 0.6, 0.07)
(0.404, 0.258, 0.051)

(0.151, 0.83, 0.6, 0.07)
(0.404, 0.249, 0.271, 0.054)

ce
(EU, d1∗ , y* , b* )
¯ Ace )
(,

ce + ic
(EU, d1∗ , y* , b* )
¯ Ace+ic )
(,

(0.182, 1.01, 0.68, 0.0)
(0.313, 0.153)

(0.192, 1.01, 0.68, 0.0)
(0.313, 0.153)

(0.166, 0.92, 0.7, 0.01)
(0.35, 0.231, 0.234, 0.04)

(0.192, 1.02, 0.66, 0.0)
(0.327, 0.16)
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Table 7
Equilibrium allocation for different forms of ﬁnancial fragility for calibration ˇ = 0.7, R = 5.0,  = 1.0,  = 0.5,  = 0.25, = 1.0, qH = 0.4. Expected utility (EU), portfolio choice
N
D
¯ and systemic ﬁnancial fragility (Acr , Acr+ic , Ace , Ace+ic ) in the different model variants (cr: counterparty risk, ic:
, ¯ 2,L
, ),
variables (d1 , y, b), withdrawal thresholds (¯ H , ¯ 1,L , ¯ 2,L
information contagion, ce: common exposure).

cr

cr
(EU, d1∗ , y* , b* )
C
(¯ D , ¯ NI
, Acr )

cr + ic
(EU, d1∗ , y* , b* )
(¯ D , ¯ C , ¯ C , Acr+ic )

(0.232, 0.82, 0.69, 0.0)
(0.36, 0.236, 0.014)

(0.071, 0.82, 0.69, 0.0)
(0.36, 0.236, 0.236, 0.014)

IS

cr + ic

IF

ce
(EU, d1∗ , y* , b* )
¯ Ace )
(,

ce + ic
(EU, d1∗ , y* , b* )
¯ Ace+ic )
(,

(0.121, 1.0, 0.79, 0.0)
(0.313, 0.05)

(0.128, 1.0, 0.79, 0.0)
(0.313, 0.05)

(0.099, 0.94, 0.82, 0.0)
(0.331, 0.207, 0.207, 0.011)

ce
ce + ic

(0.128, 1.0, 0.78, 0.0)
(0.321, 0.051)

B.3 Global parameter analysis
This section presents details for the N = 640,000 simulation runs
we conducted in Section 4.3 to test whether the resilience effect
will hold in the entire parameter space, at least on average.
Table 8
Summary statistics for model parameters.
Variable

N

Mean

SD

Min

p25

Median

p75

Max

R
ˇ



q

640,000
640,000
640,000
640,000
640,000
640,000
640,000

5.499
0.500
0.500
0.125
1.000
0.500
1.750

2.599
0.283
0.144
0.066
0.115
0.289
0.433

1.000
0.010
0.250
0.010
0.800
0.000
1.000

3.248
0.255
0.375
0.067
0.900
0.250
1.374

5.498
0.500
0.499
0.125
1.000
0.499
1.749

7.748
0.745
0.625
0.182
1.100
0.751
2.125

10.000
0.990
0.750
0.240
1.200
1.000
2.500

Note: Each parameter is drawn independently of the others from a uniform distribution. R is the positive realization of the return of the risky asset, ˇ the liquidation value, 
the probability of being an early investor,  the size of the liquidity shock,  the price of co-insurance, q the investors’ probability of being informed about the solvency shock
in the other region, and the risk-aversion parameter for the constant relative risk aversion utility used. SD, p25, and p75 are the standard deviation and the 25th and 75th
percentiles of the observable distribution, respectively.

Table 9
Summary statistics for observables in the case with counterparty risk.
Variable

N

Mean

SD

Min

p25

Median

p75

Max

Expected Utility [cr]
Systemic Risk [cr]
Payoff to Early Investors [cr]
Self-Insurance [cr]
Co-Insurance [cr]
Expected Utility [cr + ic]
Systemic Risk [cr + ic]
Payoff to Early Investors [cr + ic]
Self-Insurance [cr + ic]
Co-Insurance [cr + ic]
Expected Utility [ce]
Systemic Risk [ce]
Payoff to Early Investors [ce]
Self-Insurance [ce]
Expected Utility [ce + ic]
Systemic Risk [ce + ic]
Payoff to Early Investors [ce + ic]
Self-Insurance [ce + ic]
Expected Utility [cr + ic (non-optimal)]
Systemic Risk [cr + ic (non-optimal)]
Expected Utility [ce + ic (non-optimal)]
Systemic Risk [ce + ic (non-optimal)]

640,000
640,000
640,000
640,000
640,000
640,000
640,000
640,000
640,000
640,000
640,000.000
640,000.000
640,000.000
640,000.000
640,000.000
640,000.000
640,000.000
640,000.000
640,000
640,000
640,000.000
640,000.000

−8.361
0.043
1.042
0.899
0.103
−2.2 × 1014
0.043
1.027
0.907
0.019
−8.365
0.118
1.053
0.902
−8.360
0.247
1.100
0.893
−2.0 × 1013
0.051
−8.365
0.226

495.169
0.058
0.056
0.064
0.079
1.4 × 1015
0.058
0.051
0.061
0.034
495.169
0.128
0.080
0.063
495.169
0.158
0.134
0.072
4.5 × 1014
0.060
495.169
0.141

−329,720.656
0.000
0.856
0.500
0.000
−1.0 × 1016
0.000
0.884
0.500
0.000
−329,720.6
0.000
0.954
0.400
−329,720.6
0.000
0.940
0.370
−1.0 × 1016
0.000
−329,720.6
0.000

−2.579
0.000
1.010
0.860
0.041
−2.800
0.004
0.996
0.870
0.000
−2.582
0.018
1.010
0.870
−2.578
0.120
1.010
0.860
−2.609
0.004
−2.582
0.119

−1.267
0.017
1.024
0.910
0.091
−1.309
0.017
1.010
0.910
0.000
−1.271
0.073
1.024
0.910
−1.266
0.209
1.038
0.900
−1.281
0.029
−1.271
0.204

−0.834
0.060
1.066
0.940
0.151
−0.848
0.053
1.038
0.950
0.032
−0.837
0.171
1.052
0.940
−0.833
0.414
1.136
0.940
−0.844
0.075
−0.837
0.305

−0.528
0.250
1.486
0.990
0.360
−0.528
0.250
1.486
0.990
0.359
−0.543
0.500
1.486
0.990
−0.528
0.500
1.486
0.990
−0.528
0.250
−0.543
0.500

Note: Expected Utility and Systemic Risk (deﬁned as the joint default probability of the two banks) are measured ex-ante. Payoff to Early Investors, Self-Insurance, and CoInsurance are ex-ante optimal payoffs promised to impatient investors, d1 , the amount of self-insurance y, and the amount of co-insurance b, respectively. [cr] denotes the
pure counterparty risk case, [cr + ic] the case of counterparty risk and information contagion, both evaluated at their ex-ante optimal portfolio choices. [cr + ic (non-optimal)]
is the case of counterparty risk and information contagion evaluated at the optimal portfolio choice of the pure counterparty risk case. SD, p25, and p75 are the standard
deviation and the 25th and 75th percentile of the observable distribution, respectively.
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Appendix A. Supplementary data
Supplementary data associated with this article can be found, in
the online version, at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jfs.2017.05.009.
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